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The Externalization of Europe’s Borders in the Refugee Crisis, 2015-2016

The modern refugee regime was created by the 1951 United Nations Refugee Convention to
manage the millions of Europeans displaced by World War II 1. Sixty-five years later, European
leaders face the challenge to live up to the international legal norms embodied in the convention
while managing the worst refugee crisis in Europe since World War II. In 2015 alone, a record
1.3 million asylum applications were lodged in the European Union (EU) 2. To add to the challenge, the European migration crisis developed at a fast pace. In 2015, five times as many migrants reached the EU by sea and twice as many asylum applications were lodged as in the previous year 3. Many Europeans felt overwhelmed by the flows and threw their support to populist,
xenophobic parties 4. Others demanded that EU leaders show greater commitment to their humanitarian and rights-based obligations to protect people seeking refuge. The situation has become a crisis not only for refugees themselves, but also a crisis for the EU’s political unity and
its democracy.
The international refugee regime does not guarantee refugees access to protection in any
particular country. At their discretion, states may resettle refugees recognized as such while the
refugee is still abroad. For the 99 percent of refugees who will not be resettled, any protection is
based on asking for asylum. 5 Non-refoulement is the principle that individuals seeking asylum
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will not be forcibly returned to countries where they will be persecuted “for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion.” Of the world’s
195 countries, 148 have signed the 1951 UN Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees
and/or its 1967 Protocol, which established the principle of non-refoulement. Other governments
have signed on to weaker versions of non-refoulement. The principle of non-refoulement is thus
a deeply institutionalized human rights norm.
At the same time, media, politicians, and publics are often skeptical or ambivalent about
granting asylum. Restrictionists aim to deter asylum seekers, whom they suspect of fraudulently
pursuing economic gain, rather than refuge from persecution, and of taking advantage of social
welfare benefits at the expense of natives. Fear that asylum seekers pose a security threat increases pressure to keep them out 6, a dynamic that erupted as a major political issue around the
world in 2015 following a set of terrorist attacks. As a consequence, governments of the rich,
democratic countries constituting the Global North are increasingly using tools of remote control
to limit the number of people able to approach their borders to ask for asylum. In effect, governments are externalizing their borders. To the extent that asylum seekers travel illegally, they run
afoul of controls. Many tools of remote control are part of the broader “mobility regime” that
tries to manage all forms of international crossings, regardless of whether they are motivated by
violence, economics, or other factors 7. For example, visa policies hinder the ability of people to
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ask for asylum regardless of whether that was policymakers’ original intent. Other tools of remote control, such as excisions of territory, explicitly target asylum seekers 8.

A European Agenda on Migration
In response to the multifaceted challenges posed by the refugee crisis, the EU Commission developed the European Agenda on Migration in 2015 9. EU migration policy as formulated in the
Agenda is based on four pillars: reducing the incentives for irregular migration, border management, a common asylum policy, and a new policy on legal migration. The development of EU
remote control policies in the course of 2015 are embedded within this holistic approach that
builds on efforts since the early 1990s to control flows of refugees and other migrants before
they ever reach the borders of the EU. 10
The Commission aims to reduce the incentives for irregular migration with several different approaches. First, it claims to address the root causes of migration in regions of origin, including violent conflicts and structural poverty. To this end, the Commission aims to step up its
development program, though it is not clear to the extent that on-going development initiatives
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are simply being repackaged as migration control measures 11. Second, the Commission emphasizes efforts against migrant smuggling and trafficking in cooperation with member states and
key third countries 12. The European migration control regime is increasingly characterized by the
criminalization of migration flows and a blurring of trafficking, which by definition is constituted by the coercion of migrants, and smuggling, in which unauthorized migrants pay for services 13. Third, the Commission aims to create a stricter deportation regime for irregular migrants
that EU governments judge not to be in need of international protection 14. Readmission agreements with transit countries are one of the principal techniques that guarantee that transit countries will allow the deportees to enter when they are expelled from the EU, and thus give the
transit countries an incentive to prevent movement to the EU. 15 The securitization of the EU’s
external border management is another of the EU’s priorities. 16 To this end, the Commission
aims to improve monitoring and risk analysis as well as to establish an EU standard for border
management across all member states with external borders 17. The EU’s border agency FRONTEX conducted operations on the Eastern, Central, and Western Mediterranean Routes. In the
potentially greatest departure from policy since the early 2000s, the Commission recast FRONTEX into a new European Border and Coast Guard that goes beyond FRONTEX’s role as a coordinating agency for member state forces. To establish a common asylum policy, the Commission
plans to make the implementation of the Common European Asylum System (CEAS) a priority.
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Measures to this end include monitoring member states’ asylum procedures to ensure EU standards are met and encouraging “burden-sharing” in the redistribution of asylum seekers by a revision of the Dublin system 18. Part of the common standards protocol is the development of a list
of countries of origin for asylum seekers presumed to be safe and whose nationals will not be
granted asylum.
The following pages summarize important developments in EU remote control policies
since 2015 to illustrate how European leaders have coped with the asylum paradox: a commitment to international protection for refugees who reach EU territory and efforts to keep them
away from EU territory where they can enjoy those rights through the implementation of remote
control policies. The report’s sections are structured by categories of remote control policies
which have been considered, implemented, or expanded at the EU level in 2015 and the first half
of 2016.

“Safe Countries of Origin”
Under the EU Asylum Procedures Directive, member states may designate a country as safe for
the purpose of the asylum process if it meets certain criteria 19. Member states are to show that
“no persecution (…), no torture (…) and no threat by reason of indiscriminate violence” exists in
the country of origin by taking into account (a) relevant laws, (b) rights and freedoms as laid out
in the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR), and the United Nations Convention Against Torture (CAT), (c) respect
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for the non-refoulement principle, and (d) remedies against rights violations 20. To make this assessment systematically, twelve member states have established lists of safe countries of origin
(SCO), which allow the member states to considerably accelerate their asylum procedures 21.
However, the member states’ SCO lists are not equivalent and are often subject to change. Figure
1 shows variation by nine EU member states around whether specific Balkan countries are considered safe countries of origin 22.
Figure 1: “Safe Countries of Origin” in the Balkans by EU Destination 23
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As part of the Agenda on Migration reforms, the Commission and European Council
committed to harmonizing which countries of origin would be considered “safe” by all member
states 24. To this end, the Commission proposed a regulation to establish an EU common list of
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safe countries of origin for the purposes of the Asylum Procedures Directive 2013/32/EU on
September 9, 2015 25. The European Parliament’s (EP) Civil Liberties Committee approved a
committee report on the general concept of an EU common list of safe countries of origin on July
7, 2016 and prepared to open negotiations on the subject with the Council after the summer recess 26. To ensure flexibility, the proposal foresees regular reviews of the list by the Commission
and changes to the countries on the list through the ordinary legislative procedure 27. Considering
the existing SCO lists as well as relevant information from other international organizations, the
Commission has, therefore, “come to the conclusion that Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the
former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Kosovo, Montenegro, Serbia and Turkey are safe
countries of origin” 28.
The focus on countries in the Balkan region follows not only a legal but also a political
rationale. In early 2015, the Commission warned of “asylum abuse by citizens of the visa-free
countries in the Western Balkans” 29. The Commission justified its concerns by pointing out two
opposing dynamics: while the numbers of asylum applications from Western Balkan countries
rose steadily since visa-free travel was established, the asylum recognition rate for these countries fell. In 2013, the asylum recognition rates for applications from the Western Balkan countries ranged from 1% to 8.1% 30. In 2014, the highest asylum recognition rate for any Western
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Balkan country was 5.8%, 31 before it dropped to 2.6% in 2015 32. The Commission considered
this development “an increase in unfounded asylum applications lodged by nationals of the visaexempted Western Balkan countries” 33. The member states’ ministers in the Council emphasize
that additionally, the European Council has already recognized all Western Balkan countries as
potential membership candidates in 2000 34. By mid-2016, it appeared highly likely that the
Western Balkan countries would become part of an EU-wide list of safe countries 35.
The Commission’s proposal has been criticized on principle as well as for the choice of
countries to be featured on the list. The European Council on Refugees and Exiles (ECRE), for
example, warns that even though a country may be considered “‘generally and consistently’ free
of persecution or serious harm”, minorities may be persecuted based on the protected characteristics of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion 36.
The same concern is shared by several other human rights organizations 37, including Amnesty
International, which highlights that “no country of origin can be deemed ‘safe’ as such” 38. The
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ECRE criticizes the choice of presumed safe countries as none of the suggested countries is featured on every member state SCO list 39. It further criticizes using the numbers of European Court
of Human Rights (ECtHR) rulings or progress in the EU accession progress as criteria for determining safety 40.

Readmission Agreements & Capacity Building
Readmission agreements are formal accords or informal memoranda of understanding in which a
government pledges to accept deportees from another country. The agreements are often used to
create incentives for countries of migrant transit to control migration flows to Europe. If transit
migrants, including failed asylum seekers, are returned to a country that has signed a readmission
agreement, that country’s government becomes responsible for the migrant. Thus, transit countries with readmission agreements will be more likely to prevent migrants from entering their
countries en route to Europe, thus pushing the borders of Europe out even further. Readmissions
agreements are sometimes accompanied by aid or technical assistance programs to build up the
migration control capacity of the same countries and thus turn them into “buffer states.” 41

Turkey: The Joint Action Plan
Due to its proximity to the ongoing violence in neighboring Syria and Iraq, Turkey has been
deeply affected by increased refugee flows. By 2016, the Turkish government had registered
over 2.7 million of the 4.8 million Syrian refugees uprooted by the conflicts, more than any other
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country in the region and more than twice as many as all European countries together 42. In addition to being a major host country itself, Turkey’s position at Syria’s northern border makes it
the first country of transit for Syrian refugees on their way to Europe and the most popular European host countries of Sweden and Germany43. Refugees from the Middle East travel from Turkey to Greece via the Aegean Sea (the Eastern Mediterranean route) and continue their journey
through Macedonia, Serbia, Hungary, and Austria (the Western Balkan route) before reaching
Germany or Sweden 44. In 2015 alone, over 850,000 refugees entered the EU via Greece from
Turkey, more than via any other migration route 45. The EU has an interest in Turkey as a partner
in preventing irregular border crossings and the passage of asylum seekers while at the same
time encouraging rights-based policies, which are part of the extensive conditions for Turkey’s
accession to the EU. The EU thus hopes that Turkey will resettle even greater numbers of Syrian
refugees to prevent them from reaching Europe 46.
As it became clear over the course of 2015 that major disagreements between EU member states with regard to reception and relocation responsibilities persisted, the focus of EU crisis
management increasingly turned to “stemming the flows” by collaborating with buffer states on
the periphery of Europe. As refugee movements shifted from the Central Mediterranean to the
Eastern Mediterranean route, a new urgency was palpable “to reinforce the dialogue with Turkey
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at all levels, (…) in order to strengthen our cooperation on stemming and managing the migratory flows” 47.
The partnership with Turkey to manage migratory flows took shape when the joint action
plan was welcomed by the European Council at its next (?) formal meeting on October 15,
2015 48. The joint action plan combines several deterrence policies as it provides funds for capacity building and to improve the living conditions of Syrian refugees in Turkey (Part I), and emphasizes the EU-Turkey readmission agreement, and plans to dispatch liaison agents to enhance
the cooperation to prevent irregular migration (Part II) 49. More concretely, the original joint action plan as released by the Commission specifies under Part I measures that will support Syrian
refugees under temporary protection in Turkey through the mobilization of “additional funds” 50
by the EU 51. The Turkish side agreed to guarantee that refugees are registered and have access to
public services 52. Part II specifies measures aimed at preventing irregular migration. The EU side
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committed to informing refugees about legal avenues to the EU (though these are all but foreclosed for most asylum seekers) and to contribute to strengthening the Turkish Coast Guard and
its capacity to tackle migrant smuggling. Furthermore, the EU intends to enhance the exchange
of information to this end by deploying a FRONTEX liaison officer to Turkey and cooperate on
joint return operations 53. Turkey committed to improving the interception capacities of the Turkish Coast Guard and preventing irregular migration across land borders with Bulgaria and
Greece. Moreover, Turkey agreed to crack down on smuggling networks in cooperation with the
EU, its member states, and FRONTEX. Importantly, Part II also required Turkey to accelerate
return procedures “in line with the established bilateral readmission provisions” 54, referring to
the EU – Turkey Readmission Agreement of 2013 55 which was signed parallel to the launch of
the Visa Liberalization Dialogue that aimed to ease visa requirements for Turks traveling to the
EU.
The joint action plan was activated at a meeting between EU and Turkish leaders on November 29, 2015 that included an agreement to accelerate visa liberalization, make the readmission agreement “fully applicable by June 2016”, provide Turkey with 3 billion euros, and revitalize the accession talks 56. However, the mutual concessions from this agreement have been criti-
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cized as “inconsequential” by the European Stability Initiative (ESI), a European think tank regionally focused on South East Europe 57. In particular, it has been noted that despite the commitment to accelerate the process, visa-free travel for Turkish citizens is still tied to the 72 original
requirements set forth in the “Roadmap towards a visa free regime with Turkey” 58 that has been
the basis of the visa liberalization dialogue since its beginning in December 16, 2013.
Despite the agreement, the heads of state in the European Council noted in February 2016
that “the flows of migrants arriving in Greece from Turkey remain much too high” 59. The numbers of arrivals by sea in Greece had indeed not varied greatly from the fall of 2015 to February
2016 60.
Freedom of movement within the EU is one of the pillars of the supranational project that
has been threatened by member state responses to the refugee crisis. In the beginning of March
2016, the Commission released “Back to Schengen – A roadmap” 61 as a reaction to the increasing notifications of Schengen member states reinstating temporary internal border controls pursuant to Article 25 of the Schengen Borders Code since fall 2015 62. The pressure to reduce the
number of arrivals via Turkey increased. Consequently, EU-Turkey summit meetings on March
57
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7 and 18, 2016 were intended to “end the irregular migration from Turkey to the EU” 63. One outcome of the summit meetings was a new return mechanism for the return to Turkey of “all new
irregular migrants crossing from Turkey into Greek islands as from 20 March 2016 (as a) temporary and extraordinary measure which is necessary to end the human suffering and restore public
order” 64. The agreement specifies that migrants are to be considered “irregular” if they do not apply for asylum in Greece or if their asylum application are rejected by the Greek authorities. In
reaction to criticism, the text furthermore emphasizes that no collective expulsions in violation of
international law were to take place 65. Furthermore, the agreement provides that “for every Syrian being returned to Turkey from Greek islands, another Syrian will be resettled from Turkey to
the EU taking into account the UN Vulnerability Criteria” 66. However, this mechanism was limited to the resettlement of around 72.000 refugees within the EU providing that when the limit
would be reached, the mechanism would be reviewed or discontinued. The effect of this new
more drastic approach to end irregular migration was immediately observable in the average
numbers of daily arrivals in Greece, which dropped by 94% from an average of 1968 daily arrivals in February before the agreement to an average of 122 daily arrivals in April 67.
Furthermore, the apprehensions and interceptions by the Turkish Coast Guard significantly decreased after the agreement 68. There are several reasons for the deterrent effect, at least
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in the short run. First, with the new return mechanism in place, the Turkish authorities were expected to increase their efforts to combat migrant smuggling to Greece. Second, the prospect of
being returned to Turkey after a perilous journey across the Aegean Sea might discourage refugees to travel to Europe via Greece 69. It is important to recall that most refugees seek to file their
asylum applications in Northern European countries such as Germany or Sweden instead of
Greece, which has been a transit country on their route. Now that the return mechanism is in
place, however, migrants risk detention 70 and deportation if they decide not to file an asylum application with the Greek authorities. Therefore, traveling from Turkey to Northern Europe via
Greece has become a less attractive migration route, which is reflected in the low arrival numbers.
Nevertheless, the agreement has been harshly criticized by the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the Council of Europe’s (CoE) Commissioner for Human Rights, NGOs offering humanitarian assistance, and think tanks for both moral and legal
reasons. Amnesty International considers the EU-Turkey agreement a “historic blow to rights”
and John Dalhuisen, Amnesty International’s Director for Europe and Central Asia, goes so far
as to conclude that the EU “wilfully ignore(s) its international obligations” 71. Two elements of
the EU-Turkey deal have been especially controversial—whether Turkey can be considered
“safe” for return operations and the possibility of mass expulsions.
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In accordance with Article 33 (2) b)-c) of the Asylum Procedures Directive, an asylum
application of a refugee arriving in Greece from Turkey is considered inadmissible, and the applicant subject to return, if Turkey can be considered a “European safe third country” or a “first
country of asylum” 72. Article 39 (2) a) requires that a country considered a “European safe third
country” must “(have) ratified and observe the provisions of the Geneva Convention without any
geographical limitations”. Turkey ratified the Geneva Refugee Convention of 1951 and the protocol of 1967, but it remains the only country in the world to maintain the 1951 convention’s geographical limitation on the definition of refugees to Europeans 73. Furthermore, apart from Bulgaria, no EU country has ever considered Turkey part of a national list of safe countries of
origin 74. This position is strengthened as Turkey has informed the CoE’s Secretary General
Thorbjørn Jagland about its decision to “temporarily suspend” its commitments under the ECHR
on July 21, 2016, according to Article 15 ECHR 75. Therefore, the argument that Turkey is a “European safe third country” is hard to make. To be considered a “first country of asylum”, however, Article 35 requires the availability of asylum (a) and sufficient protection, including
through the observance of the principle of non-refoulement (b). Human Rights Watch denies
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these requirements are met in the case of Turkey and has reported pushbacks of Syrian refugees 76.
The second major objection to the deal is that mass expulsions are prohibited by the
ECHR in Protocol 4 Article 4 77. Not all EU member states are parties to the supplementary Protocol 4 78. Nevertheless, it has been argued that the prohibition of arbitrary and discriminatory
mass expulsions, which is part of all three regional human rights conventions and the ICCPR,
binds the international community as international customary law 79. Furthermore, Nils
Muižnieks, the CoE’s Commissioner for Human Rights, fears that “automated procedures” violate the procedural requirements to objectively assess each individual case that are part of international law and have been elaborated upon by the ECtHR 80.
The UNHCR has clearly distanced itself from the EU-Turkey agreement and suspended
its activities on the Greek islands 81. Likewise, Doctors Without Borders / Médecins Sans Fron-
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tières joined this position and suspended their activities on the same day to “not allow (their) assistance to be instrumentalized for a mass expulsion operation” 82. Some members of the European Parliament have criticized the recent political unrest in Turkey, such as the violation of political freedoms and the suspension of the constitution and fundamental rights. In the light of
these developments, members of the EP have warned that “with the opposition in prison and rule
of law principles neglected, Turkey should not expect to get an EU visa-free regime any time
soon” 83. The long-term enforcement and consequences of the EU-Turkey deal became even more
uncertain following the Turkish military coup in July 2016 and imposition of martial law.

Africa: The Valetta Summit
Due to the development differential between the two continents, migration from Africa to Europe
has increased since the 1960s 84. In 2014, around 177,000 migrants entered the EU illegally via
the Western and Central Mediterranean routes, accounting for about 60% of the total detected
illegal border crossings and outnumbering irregular migrants on the Eastern Mediterranean route
by more than 3:1 85. In 2015, however, the number of migrants on the Eastern Mediterranean
route had multiplied to outnumber migrants from Africa on the Eastern and Central
Mediterranean routes 5:1 86. Nevertheless, the main migration routes from Africa remain a
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concern because despite becoming less frequented, they remain the most dangerous. Relative to
all other migration routes, the Central Mediterranean route accounted for three out of four
fatalities in both 2014 87 and 2015 88 and thus for far more than all other migration routes
combined. In the shipwreck off the Libyan coast on April 19, 2015 alone, around 800 migrants
died, which is equal to the total death toll on the Eastern Mediterranean route in 2015. The most
recent estimates for migrant fatalities in 2016 on the Central Mediterranean route (2,440
fatalities) indicate that in the first half of the year the death toll has almost climbed to the total
number of migrant deaths in the previous year 89. Controlling migration from Africa via the
Mediterranean Sea remains a priority for EU decision makers. 90
To address the growing problem of increasing migration flows across the Mediterranean
Sea, an international summit took place in Valletta on November 11-12, 2015. European and African leaders pledged to step up their cooperation to improve the management of migration
flows 91. Their agreement focused on five key areas: addressing the root causes of migration, establishing legal migration channels, protecting migrants and asylum seekers en route, combat human trafficking, and cooperating on the return and readmission of migrants 92.
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With regard to addressing the root causes of migration, the EU-Africa Action plan includes a 1.8 billion euro “EU Emergency Trust Fund for stability and addressing root causes of
irregular migration and displaced persons in Africa”, decreasing the costs of remittance transfers,
and deepening economic integration. The enhanced economic potential is supposed to benefit
state building, conflict prevention, the fight against terrorism, and improvements in the situation
of vulnerable population groups and displaced persons – a tall order for relatively modest spending 93. In the area of legal migration channels, the Action Plan aims to improve the available regular channels of migration, especially for enterprising migrants such as students, researchers, and
entrepreneurs. Moreover, the participants commit to facilitating legal visa procedures, particularly with short-term visa programs and family reunification in mind 94. In the area of migrant
protection, the importance of search and rescue operations at sea was emphasized as well as the
resettlement of long-term refugees and the provision of humanitarian assistance 95.
The most important measure from the point of view of establishing remote control was
the continued capacity-building in African countries. These measures include supporting the
drafting of new legislative and institutional frameworks to ensure the control of land, sea and air
borders in accordance with applicable international law 96. The EU will provide equipment and
“anti-trafficking” training and law enforcement will share intelligence 97. Irregular migrants are
framed as victims to be protected. The Action Plan aims to increase efforts to protect trafficking
victims by establishing standard procedures to provide consular assistance and facilitate the re-
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turn to countries of origin as well as support for local authorities to provide psychological counseling for effective reintegration 98. Potential migrants are to be provided with access to credible
information in their countries of origin about legal migration channels and the dangers of irregular migration 99. The language of the agreement propagates the false notion that irregular migrants
could travel legally if they wished to, when in fact, for the vast majority of them, there is no legal
avenue for their safe movement.
The provisions concerning the return and readmission of irregular migrants form another
important part of the Action Plan. It emphasizes the Cotonou Agreement of 2000 between the
European Union and the African, Caribbean and Pacific Group of States (ACP States), which
provides in Article 13 that each must readmit its own nationals who are illegally present on the
territory of an EU Member State 100. The EU especially emphasizes the need to strengthen the local authorities’ bureaucratic capacities with regard to the issuance of travel documentation, digitalization of fingerprints, and timely responses to readmission applications, which have in the
past been major challenges in deportation and readmission procedures involving irregular migrants from Africa 101.
African leaders had hoped for more legal migration channels 102. EU leaders had hoped
for a firmer commitment to readmission, and some even proposed to establish ‘transit centers’ or
‘fast track’ procedures which were opposed by their African counterparts and not included in the
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action plan 103. Furthermore, the participants disagreed on the merits of the “more-for-more” approach of development aid for migration control 104.
Even before the Valletta Summit, human rights organizations raised concerns about the
EU-Africa agenda. “Seemingly intent on enlisting African nations as proxy gatekeepers, the Valletta summit is likely to result in a one-sided border control contract dressed up as a cooperation
agreement,” warned Iverna McGowan, Acting Director of Amnesty International's European Institutions Office 105. The European Centre for Development Policy Management (ECDPM) decried the European domination of the negotiations. It further criticized the “bilateral deals” European leaders sought to establish on the same occasion but separate from the joint agenda. Nevertheless, the ECDPM also notes the “skill and endurance” with which African leaders were able to
obtain concessions from their European partners 106.

Patrol and Liaison Agent Operations
European member states have conducted interdiction operations in international waters and even
the territorial waters of foreign states at least since 1997 in Albanian waters and 2004 in the waters of various states in Africa 107. FRONTEX began coordinating maritime interdiction efforts
beginning with HERA off the coast of West Africa in 2006. 108 In 2015, three major operations
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were deployed in the Mediterranean Sea: the EU Naval Force Med Operation SOPHIA
(EUNAVFOR MED), the FRONTEX Operation Triton, and the NATO’s Standing Maritime
Group 2 (SNMG2), which is deployed in the Aegean Sea. 109 New mechanisms have been proposed to coordinate these maritime patrol activities.

European Border and Coast Guard (EBCG)
In December 2015, the Commission presented a proposal for a European Border and Coast
Guard (EBCG) 110. In essence, the EBCG would consist of the European Border and Coast Guard
Agency, an enhanced FRONTEX, and the national border authorities, which are to share responsibility for European integrated border management 111. The original Commission proposal foresees new supervisory, monitoring, and operational tasks to strengthen the EBCG Agency’s mandate and role. To implement these new elements, the EBCG Agency’s budget is suggested to be
based on the FRONTEX budget of 238 million euros for 2016 and increased by 31.5 million euros in 2017. Additionally, 602 staff members will be added to the Agency by 2020 112. The
EBCG Agency will remain headquartered in Warsaw 113. The EP officially approved the draft
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regulation on July 7, 2016, and on September 14, 2016, the Council approved the final act 114.
The EBCG Regulation (EU) 2016/1624 115 entered into force on October 6, 2016 116.
The EBCG Agency’s supervisory role is entirely new and has never been a part of the
original FRONTEX mandate. The EBCG Agency will conduct mandatory vulnerability assessments of the member states’ border management, in particular, the member states’ capacity to
handle present and future threats 117. Moreover, the EBCG Agency’s Executive Director will
have the authority to recommend, in consultation with the Member State concerned, necessary
measures to be taken within a given timeframe by a member state with deficits in its border control. In case the member state fails to comply, the EBCG Agency’s management board may issue
a binding decision on measures the Member State shall implement. Finally, if a Member States
non-compliance renders it necessary, the Council may authorize direct intervention by the EBCG
Agency to safeguard the integrity of the Schengen area 118. The EBCG Agency will have more
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extensive monitoring tasks. It will deploy liaison officers to member states to facilitate cooperation and the mandatory exchange of information relevant to the EBCG Agency’s monitoring and
supervisory tasks 119.
Additionally, the operational tasks of the EBCG Agency will surpass those of the original
FRONTEX mandate. The regulation grants the EBCG Agency the right to directly intervene in a
member state that is ineffective at controlling its own borders. This may occur either because the
member state failed to comply with the corrective measures ordered as the result of a “vulnerability assessment” or due to extraordinary migratory pressure. The implementing decision may
authorize rapid border interventions, the deployment of European Border and Coast Guard
Teams or technical equipment, the coordination of joint operations, and the organization of deportations 120. However, rapid border interventions may only take place on the request of a member state or after a qualified majority decision by the Council based on a Commission proposal to
safeguard the integrity of the Schengen area 121. While the Commission’s original proposal conferred this authority to the Commission, the EP’s Civil Liberties Committee and the Council’s
COREPER decided to give the Council, instead of the Commission, authority over implementing
decisions for direct interventions 122. Furthermore, the regulation provides that internal border
checks may be introduced if a member state fails to comply with the Council’s decision 123. In a
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similar vein, the EBCG Agency will collaborate with the Commission when a Member State requests support in a “hotspot” area by migration management support teams. To this end, the
EBCG Agency may contribute to the screening and registration of arriving migrants, provide information to asylum seekers, and assist in return operations 124. Furthermore, the EBCG Agency
will assume more new responsibilities in the return of irregular migrants 125. The EP’s Civil Liberties Committee approves of the EBCG Agency’s involvement in return operations but warns
against return operations to third countries not considered safe 126. In addition to inter-agency cooperation, the EBCG Agency will foster the operational cooperation between member states and
third countries through joint operations, liaison officers, and return agreements. To this end, the
EBCG Agency will also be authorized to work on the territory of neighboring third countries 127.
The regulation furthermore enables the EBCG Agency to fulfill its expanded tasks by
providing it with additional resources, such as a rapid reserve pool of border control experts.
While FRONTEX does not have a permanent pool of professionals at its disposal, the EBCG
Agency will have a standing corps of national border guards at its immediate disposal. To this
end, the member states are to contribute a number of border guards to make a rapid reaction pool
of border guards available to the EBCG Agency 128. Furthermore, the EBCG Agency will have
its own pool of technical equipment available and the right to acquire equipment when necessary. Member states will still be required to contribute to the technical equipment pool by making equipment available at the request of the agency 129.
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The EBCG proposal has been criticized by some observers for holding too much autonomy
while others argue it would not be independent enough. On the one hand, Analysts have questioned whether the proposal is an infringement of the member states’ ultimate responsibility regarding the “maintenance of law and order and the safeguarding of internal security” (Article 72
TFEU). Furthermore, it is questioned whether the proposal respects the member states’ “essential
State functions, including ensuring the territorial integrity of the State, maintaining law and order
and safeguarding national security” (Article 4 (2) TEU) 130. On the other hand, the Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS) argues that Article 77 (2) (d) TFEU clearly specifies that the EP
and the Council are to take “any measure” to achieve integrated border management. The CEPS
goes further in arguing that the proposal does not go far enough in granting the EBCG autonomy
because the border guards at its disposal are still not its own but part of a pool provided by the
member states 131. This criticism with regard to permanent agency border guards is echoed by the
European Council on Foreign Relations (ECFR) 132. The EU’s constituents have also expressed
their expectations regarding effective border management as 71% responded that they would like
to see more EU interventions in the protection of external borders 133.
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Furthermore, the ECFR raises the concern that “the proliferation of actors involved in maritime surveillance and border controls means that the governance of the external borders is increasingly blurry”, which leads to a lack of accountability to the detriment of victims of fundamental rights violations 134. With regard to the mechanisms to ensure the protection of fundamental rights, the International Commission of Jurists, the ECRE, and Amnesty International criticize
that the complaint mechanism should “be entrusted to a body independent from the management
structure of the Agency” to guarantee its effectiveness 135.

Mediterranean Sea: FRONTEX Operations
FRONTEX launched Joint Operation Triton in November 2014 to “control irregular migration
flows towards the territory of the [member states] of the EU and to tackle cross border crime” 136.
According to the operational objectives and concept, this includes, among others, border security
and surveillance, contribution to Search and Rescue (SAR) missions, the collection of intelligence on migrant smuggling through debriefing teams, and promotion of cooperation and information exchange between concerned member states and agencies 137. To fulfill its extensive obligations, Triton initially operated on a budget of 2.9 million euros per month 138. Within its operational area in the SAR regions of Italy and Malta, it targets irregular migration from Libya,
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Egypt, and Turkey139. Italy acted as the operation’s host country and worked with 16 EU members as well as Norway, Switzerland, and Iceland as Schengen-Associated Countries (SAC) 140.
The contributing member states maintained the operational command over their assets while all
activities were coordinated by the International Coordination Centre or, in the case of SAR missions, by the competent Rescue Coordination Centre 141.
The numbers of migrants who died on their way to Europe reached 1800 in the first
months of 2015, over 800 of whom lost their lives in the shipwreck of April 18, 2015, off the
Libyan coast 142. As an immediate consequence, the European Council tripled the funding for Triton to improve its SAR capacities 143. A month later, Triton extended its operational area from 30
to 138 nautical miles from the coasts of Italy and Malta and augmented its resources and assets
as well as its budget 144. Supporting EU member states increased to 25, uniting almost the entire
EU and Schengen Area behind the operation 145. Moreover, Triton cooperated with the EU naval
mission, EUNAVFOR Med, which is deployed in the same operational area 146. According to
Amnesty International, the additional resources lowered the death rate of migrants crossing the
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Mediterranean Sea from 1 in 16 in the four months before the expansion to 1 in 427 in the two
months after the expansion 147.
While Triton’s operations are conducted in the Central Mediterranean, FRONTEX’s Poseidon Sea has patrolled in the Eastern Mediterranean since 2012 148. Poseidon is hosted by
Greece, which is supported by 28 countries, including 24 EU member states, Norway and Iceland as SAC, as well as Albania and Ukraine 149. On April 23, 2015, the European Council tripled
the funding for Poseidon Sea to an annual budget of 18 million euros 150.
To cope with increasing migration pressure in the Eastern Mediterranean, Greece requested FRONTEX to launch a Rapid Border Intervention Teams (RABIT) mechanism on December 3, 2015. The purpose of the RABIT mechanism is to mandate EU member states and
SAC to provide emergency operational assistance to the requesting member state which faces exceptional migration pressure 151. On December 10, 2015, FRONTEX accepted Greece’s request
and replaced Poseidon Sea with a new iteration named Poseidon Rapid Intervention, which effectively increased the available officers and technical equipment 152. Initially, 293 officers and
15 vessels were deployed to Greece with a plan to gradually increase the number of officers to
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over 400 153. Poseidon Rapid Intervention cooperates with NATO vessels deployed in the same
area 154.
In the mid-2010s, migration via the Western Mediterranean route took place on a much
smaller scale than via the Central and Eastern Mediterranean routes. Nevertheless, FRONTEX
cooperated with host country Spain on three joint operations in 2015: Indalo, Hera, and Minerva.
Operation Minerva is the largest of the three. Host country Spain is supported by 13 countries, 11
of which are EU member states, as well as Norway and Switzerland. Its annual budget is 400,000
euros 155. Indalo, with an annual budget of 5 million euros and 10 supporting countries, including
7 EU member states and Norway, Iceland, and Switzerland, is the second largest operation 156.
The smallest operation, Hera, operates on an annual budget of 1.5 million euros and two EU
member states as supporting countries 157.

Mediterranean Sea: ‘EUNAVFOR Med’
Libya and its territorial waters are a major conduit across the Mediterranean. In May 2015, the
EU’s High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, Federica Mogherini, asked for the UN Security Council’s cooperation and support for an EU naval operation to
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combat migrant smuggling 158. The EU Foreign Affairs Council agreed to implement a new mission called EU Naval Force Med (EUNAVFOR Med) as a “military crisis management operation
contributing to the disruption of the business model of human smuggling and trafficking networks” in an operational area loosely defined as “Southern Central Mediterranean” 159. The operation has mandates for three phases. The first phase is to focus on gathering information and patrolling, the second phase on the seizure of smuggling vessels, and the third phase on the destruction of smuggling vessels. Any action taken in international waters or foreign territorial waters
must be approved by an “applicable UN Security Council Resolution or consent by the coastal
State concerned”, which implies a partnership with Libyan authorities 160.
On June 22, 2015, the Council officially launched the 11.8 million euro operation 161. In
Phase I, the force consisted of one Italian aircraft carrier and helicopters, two German ships, one
British ship and helicopter, and an aircraft provided by Luxemburg 162. The forces became acquainted with regular maritime traffic, determined smuggling hubs, conducted rescues/detentions
of 3078 migrants, and interviewed detainees to gather intelligence 163.
The second phase was launched on October 7, 2015 and renamed “Operation Sophia” in
honor of a baby born to a Somali mother on board a German frigate that had rescued the mother
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and 453 other migrants in late August 164. The legal basis for the operation was strengthened by
UN Security Council Resolution 2240 passed on October 9, 2015, that granted UN member
states authorization to inspect vessels suspected of migrant smuggling on the high seas off Libya
for one year 165. The EUNAVFOR Med force was joined by five ships contributed by France,
Spain, Belgium, and the UK 166. The operation achieved “near persistent presence” in some operational areas, destroyed 67 migrant vessels, and rescued/detained 5258 more migrants 167. In the
winter season, the force was reduced as a total of three British, French, and Belgian ship withdrew 168.
Two legal considerations posed a challenge as of this writing to a transition to operations
in Libyan territorial waters. First, to be active in Libyan territorial waters, an invitation by the
Libyan government and another UN Security Council resolution are necessary 169. According to
UN Security Council Resolution 2259 (2015), the Government of National Accord is the “sole
legitimate government of Libya” 170. Therefore, a transition to the next planned phases of
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EUNAVFOR Med is conditional on the effective implementation of the Libyan Political Agreement and the newly formed, fragile Government of National Accord making a crackdown on irregular migration a priority171. In the meanwhile, the Council extended EUNAVFOR Med’s
mandate until July 27, 2017. In lieu of immediate action inside Libyan waters, it added the tasks
of training and building up the Libyan coastguard and navy 172.
EUNAVFOR Med is the first EU operation with a proactive “potential(ly) openly coercive
mandate“ 173. The European Union Institute for Security Studies (EUISS) acknowledges this as a
“qualitative shift” in the EU security policy towards peace enforcement 174. Furthermore, the
EUISS maintains that this move causes tensions within the UN Security Council as Russia views
the shift with reluctance 175. The fact that this step was taken in the area of migration management attests to the urgency of migration deterrence in EU policy in the face of the current migration crisis. According to the EUISS’ analysis, the mission has the potential to alter migration
choices and shift migration routes which would not necessarily reduce migration flows but redirect them via land instead of sea routes and thus attain its objective to “prevent further loss of life
at sea” 176. UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon emphasized to the European Parliament the need
to create “safe alternatives for dangerous voyages” which ought to go hand in hand with tackling
migrant smuggling 177. The Meijers Committee of independent experts on EU law warned that the
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division of responsibilities for potential human rights violations is notoriously complicated for
joint operations. Article 24 (1) TEU maintains that the Court of Justice of the European Union
does not have jurisdiction over the EU’s common foreign and security policy, 178 which implies
that only the participating member states can potentially provide legal remedies to rights violations 179.

Aegean Sea: NATO Involvement
In the face of increased flows through the Eastern Mediterranean route, German Chancellor Angela Merkel and Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu announced on February 8, 2016 their
intention to seek the support of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) to combat migrant smuggling 180. NATO collectively has greater radar and other naval capabilities than EU
member state forces and provides a mechanism for Turkey to cooperate with the EU, as Turkey
is a member of NATO but not the EU. Although Greece is a member of both NATO and the EU,
Greek authorities were initially reluctant to agree to NATO involvement in the Aegean Sea due
to concern for potential infringements of Greek territorial sovereignty 181. Nevertheless, Germany, Turkey, and Greece requested NATO support for its member states’ efforts in the Aegean
Sea on February 8, 2016 182. A day later, NATO’s Supreme Allied Commander Europe ordered
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the first ships to the Aegean Sea 183. NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg formally announced on February 9-11, 2016, that NATO had agreed to “participate in the international efforts to stem the illegal trafficking and illegal migration in the Aegean” 184.
NATO assigned its Standing Maritime Group 2 (SNMG2) to reconnaissance and surveillance tasks and to rescue/detain people in distress at sea 185. NATO firmly asserts that rescued migrants who came via Turkey will be taken back to Turkey 186. Several NATO member states contributed to SNMG2’s mission in the Aegean by summer 2016. Greece provided three frigates;
the United States, Turkey, and Poland each provided one frigate; the UK provided a landing ship
dock; and Germany provided the flagship 187. However, the participating member states frequently change: Canada had also provided a frigate at the outset of the operation until it left the
Aegean for a temporary deployment in the Black Sea on March 30, 2016 188. The Netherlands
and France temporarily joined the mission in March 2016 189. The operational area for the deployment was initially limited to international waters but was extended to the territorial waters of
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Greece and Turkey in early March 2016 190. NATO forces cooperate with the Greek and Turkish
authorities as well as FRONTEX 191. Greek and Turkish vessels deployed with SNMG2 only operate within their own territorial waters to avoid confrontations 192.
Concerns about a military response to the refugee and migration crisis as well as its deterrent effect have been voiced from humanitarian and utilitarian standpoints. While from the humanitarian perspective the mission’s deterrent effect is serious enough to undermine refugees’
access to safety in Europe, the utilitarian position criticizes the NATO operation for being ineffectual.
On the one hand, the director of Human Rights Watch’s Refugee Program, Bill Frelick,
fears that NATO vessels might deter refugees from leaving Turkish territorial waters or simply
return them to Turkey, which would, de jure, not be considered an expulsion because the refugees never left Turkey’s territory193. Amnesty International’s Head of the European Institutions
Office Iverna McGowan warns that pushing migrants back to an overstrained Turkey “would be
a serious violation of their right to claim asylum, and would fly in the face of international
law” 194. The German human rights organization Pro Asyl further warns that push backs to Turkey violate the norm of non-refoulement because Turkey is arguably not a safe third country 195.
On the other hand, the Greek government has complained to NATO about the mission’s minimal
effect. According to the Greek government, NATO vessels only identified a fraction of the boats
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carrying migrants to Greece and instead of stemming the flow merely redirected it to different
destinations within Greece 196. According to UNHCR data, a steady downward trend in daily arrivals in Greece is observable after the NATO mission launch 197. Nevertheless, the mission’s observable deterrent effect is not comparable to the much larger immediate downturn observed after the EU-Turkey agreement of March 20, 2016.

Conclusion
In September 2015, Aylan Kurdi, a three-year-old Syrian boy, was found dead on a Turkish
beach. He had lost his life in an accident at sea when his family attempted to cross the Aegean
Sea from Turkey to Greece to apply for asylum in Canada. Without any legal options to enter
Greece, his family had hired Turkish smugglers who charged 4000 euros to provide them with a
rubber raft and no life jackets 198. The image of the boy who drowned shook an entire continent
and tragically illustrated the fatal consequences of the asylum paradox: a combination of policies
that protect refugees who reach EU territory and efforts to keep them away from EU territory
where they can enjoy those rights.
Some of the remote control measures comprised in the EU’s policy response to the political dilemma of the migration crisis, which were outlined in this report, may have contributed to
the tragic death of Aylan Kurdi, while the rescue aspects of maritime operations may have prevented other tragedies. Through the establishment of safe-third-country agreements and the EU
common safe countries of origin list, the EU seeks to minimize the numbers eligible for asylum
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in Europe and deter those who seek to enter without meeting legal protection criteria. However,
these measures may jeopardize the rights for asylum seekers from countries called “safe.” The
EU aims to improve the capabilities of countries of origin in Africa and transit countries such as
Turkey to improve the countries’ control of their own borders through capacity building. Patrol
operations organized by the border agency FRONTEX or the new EBCG Agency, the
EUNAVFOR Med mission, and the NATO operation are publicly framed as a fight against criminal trafficking networks, but illegal businesses exist because other EU policies make it impossible for asylum seekers and other migrants to get the visas to travel to Europe legally. As the EU
created new ways of externalizing its borders in 2015 and 2016, the collision continued between
the exercise of sovereign control over the movement of people and the fulfillment of rights obligations and humanitarian norms.
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